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The influence of  the Couloinb and nuclear forces on the Coulomb harrier in heavy-ion 
reactions is studied in a dynamical classical model.  It is showii that the fusion barrier 
is smaller than the conventional Coulomb barrier of  two undeforrned nuclei.  The model 
yields a dynamical picture of  the excitation mechanism of  surface vibrations and giant 
resonances.  It is suggested that-due  to nuclear forces-the  excitation of  the octupole 
mode is strongly enhanced over the excitation of  the quadrupole mode in experiments at 
the Coulomb barrier  . 
The long-range Coulomb interaction causes an increase of  the Coulomb barrier in heavy-ion  reac- 
tions by exciting vibrations,  rotations,  and giant resonances.  This effect has been investigated pre- 
viously.'~* It is of  great importance for  the fusion process in the collision of heavy nuclei.  We have 
now studied the lowering of the Coulomb barrier by nuclear forces  within the Same dynamical classi- 
cal model. 
The total Hamiltonian for central collisions of  two spherical nuclei is 
where m is the reduced mass.  The first terms are  explained in detail in Holm,  Scheid,  and Greiner2 
and Holm et a1.4:  They describe,  respectively,  the relative kinetic energy of  the ions and-within  the 
framework of  the collective m~del~'~-the  giant resonances (Hdip)  and the quadrupole and octupole sur- 
face vibrations (HCib).  The vibrational amplitudes are  defined by the usual expansion of the radius in 
spherical harmonics.  In the harmonic approximation one obtains for the vibrational Hamiltonian 
and for  the giant resonances 
B„  B„  C„  and C,  are  taken from  the transition probabilities and the excitation energies (for the data, 
See Wong7 and Hansen and Nathan8),  whereas B,  and C,  are  given by5 B, =M*ZA/VNk2  and C,  =8~2'/ 
VA.  V is the nuclear volume; M* =M/(l  +a)  is an effective nucleon mass adjusted to the experimental 
excitation energy of the giant resonances E~~~=~oA-"~  MeV.  k =2.0815/R0 is the wave number of  the 
giant-resonance oscillations, R,  = l.2~"~  fm denotes the nucleaa radius,  and H,,, „  describes the 
coupling between the giant resonances and the quadrupole vibrations.  Analogous to the Coulomb inter- VOLUME  24, NUMBER  8  PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS  23 FEBRUARY  1970 
action, the nuclear interaction is assumed to be 
with P(;) =A/V.  The integral is expanded up to first order in a„ and a„ in the upper boundary and 
solved by  a Fourier transformation.  Finally we evaluate the strength V,  of  the Yukawa force using the 
method of  Scheid U.  for a homogenous density of  nuclear matter.g'10 They made the following 
Ansatz for the dependence of  the binding energy on the nuclear density: 
with 
and K= l/p.  The constant W,  is the binding ener- 
gy of  a nucleon in infinite nuclear matter.  The 
second term denotes the compression energy, 
while the following terms describe the Coulomb, 
symmetry,  and Yukawa energies, respectively. 
The values for W, and the equilibrium density p, 
are  taken from nuclear-matter theory:  Wo=  15.85 
MeV,  p, =0.2 fm'3.  The binding energy should 
be stable with respect to R,  and 2, i.e.,  for a 
given range p the other three constants are de- 
termined by the binding energy and the conditions 
a~ jaz  = 0,  aE/aR,  = 0.  (7) 
V,,  C,  and K  are rather independent of  the mass 
number A;  C has a value of  about 14 MeV,  K  of 
about 30 MeV. 
We have now  established and solved the classi- 
cal Hamilton equations for a given energy EI  of 
the projectile starting at large distances.  EI  is 
chosen such that the two nuclear surfaces just 
come into contact,  if  the deformation of  the sur- 
I  face during the collision is taken into account. 
The new fusion barrier is compared with the 
Coulomb barrier of  two undeformed nuclei 
Ec  =ZlZ2e2/(Ro(l)  + Ro(,)).  (8) 
Tables I and I1 show the results.  It is striking 
that one obtains in every case EI  E,,  i.e.,  the 
Yukawa potential overcompensates the effect of 
the Coulomb potential.  This becomes clear from 
the excitation of  the internal degrees of  freedom 
shown in Fig.  1.  The giant resonances are of 
high frequency and thus follow the orbital path 
almost adiabatically.  Therefore the amplitude 
d„ of  the giant resonances is nearly Zero after 
the collision.  In contrast to this,  the octupoles 
(cu„)  and the quadrupoles (a„) oscillate with rel- 
atively large amplitudes.  This can be seen from 
Figs.  l(b) and l(c)  which show the excitation en- 
ergy of  the various degrees of  freedom as  a 
function of  time.  At first the quadrupoles are 
strongly excited by the Coulomb force.  The nu- 
Table I.  Calculated fusion barriers EI=E  fusian  as a  clear forces are  for quadrupoles and octupoles 
function of  the range of  the nuclear force.  The strengths  of the Same Order of magnitude.  Since the iner- 
of  the Yukawa force as obtained for a given range p  tia parameter of  the octupoles is much smaller 
[see Eq.  (611 are listed in the second column.  than the inertia parameter of  the quadrupoles 
!J  V0  Ei  Table 11.  Fusion barriers in MeV for different nu- 
(fm)  (MeV fm)  (MeV)  clei @ =0.8  fm).  The numbers in the brackets show the 
i48Nd-'48Nd  Coulomb barrier E'c  [Eq. (8)l of  two undeformed nuclei. 
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FIG. 1.  Excitation of  the collective modes in a 148~d- 
148~d  collision with the energy E j=401 MeV and the nu- 
clear parameters V,  = -307  NeV fm and p = 0.8 fm. 
The point of  nearest approach of  the two centers oi 
masses is marlced by t,.  (a) Amplitudes of  the quadru- 
pole vibration azo,  the octupole vibration a 30,  and the 
giailt resonance dlo as a function of  time.  (b) Excitation 
energies of  the collective modes E qud  and E  as  a 
function of  time.  (C)  Excitation energy E „. 
(and thus the oscillation frequency W,  is larger 
than W,),  the octupole elongation can follow the 
nuclear force much faster than the quadrupole 
elongation [see Fig. l(a)). When the ions have 
separated again the strong nuclear forces have 
very much elongated the octupoles.  The Same is 
true, but to a lesser extent,  for the quadrupoles. 
Since their frequency is smaller, the nuclear 
force is not able to elongate them as much as  the 
octupoles during the collision time.  As soon as 
the ions have separated so far that they are out 
of  the range of  the nuclear forces, the long- 
range Coulomb force still iilfluences the quadru- 
poles and thus diminishes the effect of  the Yuka- 
wa force.  Consequently the final octupole exci- 
tation energy is much larger than the final qua- 
drupole excitation energy.  From this classical 
picture we See that at the Coulomb barrier only 
those modes are strongly excited for which T, 
S T„,.  Here T,  is  the typical time of  action of 
the nuclear forces.  For nuclei in the Nd  region 
this condition is fulfilled for the octupole vibra- 
tion,  i.e.,  T,  =$T„,.  Since the Yukawa force 
favors a prolate sliape of  the nucleus the Cou- 
lomb barrier is considerably reduced,  and the 
contact point of  the two nuclear surfaces occurs 
always at a later time than the turning point t, 
of  the disturbed Rutherford hyperbola. 
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